
“Our approach to tax ,  the gathering of -  as wel l as to what i t  i s  used for,  as wel l  as 
exemptions and how and why i t should and should not be paid,  i s  deeply baked in .”   
 

 
 
The human r ight to adequate housing is  deeply undermined in Aotearoa. In a 
public  meeting on 16 June I  f ie lded que st ions and comments from community 
members in Lower Hutt  which represented a wide survey of the housing 
experiences of New Zealande rs who are exc luded from the housing market  –  a  
quickly growing group.  
 
We talked about family members subjected to vast  rent  increases in a cynical  
move to exit  them from a rental  property  [construct ive evict ion] ;  famil ies who had 
been evicted to  nowhere ;  and people’s whose homes were simply not  habitable.  
 
As a human rights and right  to adequate housing advocate,  I  am ashamed of our 
housing system and the way consecutive governments over 30 years have 
destroyed it .  Few seem wi l l ing to accept  how long this harm done by government 
wil l  take to mend.  
 
I  am not responsible  for these outcomes thoug h, and I  found my self return ing 
again and again to one framing response. The more I  used it ,  the more it  stuck:  
 
“So,  looking at  that  through a right  to housing lens… New Zealand agreed to 
implement and be held accountable for the rig ht  to adequate  housing in 1948,  
when we signed the Universa l  Declarat ion of Human Rights…  I f  Ne w Zealand had 
implemented and continued to implement the right  to housing those things simply 
would not  have happened . ” As we went on I  found we could turn that  argument 
into a real  ideat ions of change :   
 

•  our public  and social  rental  system would be operat ing in a way that  
ensured rent  increases l ike that  were not  possible ,  because our system 
promoted and fulfi l led our right  to af fordable housing ;  

•  our public  and social  rental  s ystem would be operat ing in a way that  
ensured tenants would enjoy security of tenure  [promoting and fulfi l l ing 
the right] :   

o that  would mean a wholly  dif ferent  approach to our rental  system 
that  ensured our average tenancy was 10 –  20 years,  not  < 2 years  



o that  would mean a tenant in Aotearoa  could not be evicted by 
anyone  into homelessness –  an actual,  real,  act ionable obligat ion 
would ari se on any landlord to look past  their evict ion,  and consider 
where that  tenant would go  

•  our housing system in promoting and fulfi l l ing the right  to housing,  would 
have featured a huge growth in higher qua lity,  warm, dry homes in the last  
40 years  and tenants would enjoy actual,  real,  act ionable rights to access 
just ice in relat ion to breaches :  

o that  would mean an actual,  rea l,  act ionable ob ligat ion would ar ise on 
any landlord to  ensure their rental  property was habitable ;  

o that  would mean open market  private home owners would be 
required over t ime to improve their home’s habitabi l ity,  and there 
would be regulatory checks at  sale and purchase;  

o our housing system would be al ive with innovat ion retrofitt ing 
exist ing stock.  

 
So why hasn’t  the right  to housing been imple mented? Why is it  being largely 
ignored? Maybe more important ly –  what  can we do about it?  
 
My work is  –  in our imaginat ion –  an applicat ion of the g lobal  project  The Shift  
[https://www.make -the-shift .org/]  in Aotearoa ,  but  that  is  complex.  It  invites the 
rendering of g lobal  expe rience into our Ne w Zealand context.  In part icular,  the 
Shift  is  about two things:  implementing the r ight to housing ,  and mil itat ing 
against  f inancial isation .  What we have found is that  New Zealand has a deep 
cultural  resistance to human rights approaches,  for Maori  because it  appears to 
discard Te Ti rit i  o Waitangi,  and for others bec ause general ly  we just  don’t  have 
this operat ing a discourse level.  Our media for  example,  shuns right  to  housing 
arguments every t ime in favour of market  stories .  
 
We also recognise that  New Zealand faces many of the chal lenges apparent  in 
g lobal,  but  always in sl ight ly di fferent  ways or degrees.           
 
Financialisation  is  a word that  describes the increa sing degree to which homes 
are used and operate as a very small  unit  with derivat ives in usually  g lobal  
f inancial  and investment transact ions,  and a lso often used -  somewhat 
problematical ly  -  to described the way people general ly  have come to see housing 
as an investment rather than a home. This has come to feel  l ike an idea that  is  
ungrounded in Ne w Zealand,  and there is  in fact  some evidence that  
financial isat ion i s  both quite dif ferent  in Aote aroa than elsewhe re.  
 
In Aotearoa the majority investors in ho uses by number of units a re not  
inst itut ional  f inancial  investors,  but  rather smaller scale investors.  Moreover,  we 
are confronted by ‘kiwi culture’  in the sense that  New Zealanders are caut ious of 
anything c laiming a conspiratorial  power at  play,  and fina ncial isat ion i s  a term 
that  fl ies c lose to the conspiratorial  end of the spectrum.  
 
This paper offe rs a dif ferent  way into talking about the impact  of money and 
capital  on the operat ion of our housing system, mapped across the period in 
which the fundamental  shi ft  appears to have happened in Aotearoa –  from a 
housing system working well  for people,  to a housing system work ing best  for 
investors and financial  interests.   



 
This analysi s discards the tricky term financia l isat ion  and explores the value of an 
‘ industrial  Complex’  analysi s in sur fac ing some  of the same things in a more 
Aotearoa focused way.   
 
‘ Industria l  Complex ’  analysis   
 
‘ Industrial  Complex’  analysi s helps fi rst ly  to identify the structural  relat ionship 
between an industry and the regulatory sett ings  within which it  operates.  It  
suggests that  it  is  that  relat ionship –  not  one element or the other,  but  both -  
which creates high levels of growth and product ivity revenue security .  Through an 
analysis towards identifying an ‘ Industrial  Complex’  it  is  nece ssary to examine 
how and why an appearance or real ity of exc lusivity arises around that  
product ivity and revenue.  
 
This analysi s helps identify barriers to access and therefore exc lusivity around 
industry revenue, and in doing so it  can help in  explaining  and highl ight ing the 
underlying motivat ions for high investment in keeping those regulatory sett ings in 
place via advocacy and influence. One important  framing considerat ion is  that  
exc lusive access to protected product ivity and revenue is a highly prized  
categorisat ion of corporate property and capit al .  
 
Usually  in c ircumstances where there appears to be an industrial  complex of some 
degree,  there’s an associated stable and exc lusive access to a secure stream of 
government expenditure.  However in some cas es,  regulatory sett ings that  enable 
and do not  adversely impact  on revenue f rom sources outside of government can 
be a proxy for direct  government expenditure.  
 
Final ly  an undisc losed confl ict  of interest  regarding those relat ionships and the 
industrial  complex’s rel iance on government expenditure or system sett ings for 
private profit .  
 
In  human r ights  discourse ,  and in relat ion to housing and the right  to adequate 
housing in part icular,  an ‘ Industrial  Complex’  analysis of fers a di fferent  way of 
looking at  financia l isat ion ,1 moving beyond a capital/ labour frame and start ing 
from a di fferent  angle  characterised by focusing on the key actors in the 
regulatory space and understanding why they are there,  and how they are 
operat ing.   
 
A ‘Real  Estate Industr ial  Complex’ In  Aotearoa  
 
Exemplifying this is  the recent  and very agi le move of real  estate companies in 
Aotearoa/Ne w Zealand into the rental  system where the recent  growth in 
landlord-ship has created a new highly secure low effort  revenue stream [rent  via 
tenancy management cont racts based on our low-standards tenancy regime.  
 
New Zealand’s tenancy  regime current ly enables a hands of f ‘desktop only’  
tenancy management approach focused on responding to the transact ional  
pinpoint  of the rental  relat ionship –  complet ing a rental  ag reement,  and 

 
1 https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Housing/Pages/FinancializationHousing.aspx 



thereafter on risk management and response t o ‘exceptions’  in the relat ionship,  
for example,  emergency maintenance.  
 

Reference 1:  Wikipedia  
The industr ial  complex  is  a  soc ioeconomic  concept wherein businesses become 
entwined in social  or pol it ical  systems or  inst itut ions,  creat ing or bolstering a  profit  
economy from these systems. Such a complex is  said to pursue its own financial  
interests regardless of,  and often at  the expense of,  the best  interests of soc iety and 
individuals.  Businesses within an industrial  complex may have been created to advance 
a social  or pol it ical  goal,  but  most ly profit  whe n the goal  is  not  reached. The industria l  
complex may profit  f inancial ly  from maintaining social ly  detrime ntal  or inef fic ient  
systems.  
 
E isenhower described a "threat  to democrat ic  government" [ 2 ]  cal led the mil itary 
industrial  complex .  This complex involved the mil itary establishment gaining 
"unwarranted in fluence" over the economic,  pol it ical ,  and spiritual  realms of American 
society due to the profitabi l ity  of the  US arms industry  and the number of c it izens 
employed in various branches of mil itary service,  the armaments industry,  and other 
businesses providing goods to the  US army. The "complex"  arises from the creat ion of 
a mult i lateral  economy serving mil itary goals,  as well  as the  paradox that  arises f rom 
the goal  of the mult i lateral ism (sustained profi t )  as ant ithet ical  to the mil itary's 
theoret ical  goal  (peace).  
 
In many cases,  the industrial  complex re fers to  a  confl ict  of interest  between an 
inst itut ion's purported socio -polit ical  purpose and the financial  interests of the 
businesses and government agencies that  profi t  from the pursuit  o f such purpose,  
when achieving the stated purpose would resu lt  in a financial  loss for those businesses.  
For example,  the purported purpose of the US penal system is to assist  o ffenders in 
becoming law abiding c it izens [ 3 ]  yet  the prison industrial  complex  subsists upon h igh 
inmate populat ions,  thus relying on the  penal system's fai lure to meet its goal  of 
criminal  reform and re -entry.  In these types of  cases,  government agencies are often 
thought to profit  f inancial ly  from inst itut ional  industrial izat ion,  perhaps eroding their 
motivat ion to legislate such inst itut ions in way s that  may be social ly  benefic ial .  
 
The industrial  complex concept has also been used informally  to denote the art if ic ial  
creat ion,  inflat ion,  or manipulat ion of an inst it ut ion's soc ietal  value in order to 
increase profit  opportunit ies,  especial ly  through specialty businesses and  niche 
products.  An example of this is  the marriage industrial  complex, [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7]  where demand 
for wedding dress make rs,  wedding venues,  we dding planners,  wedding cake bakers,  
wedding rentals companies,  wedding photographers,  etc ,  is  created by the perceived 
social  necessity of an elaborate wedding ceremony. [ 8 ]  

 

Reference 2:  The Global  Industr ial  Complex  
Systems of Domination 
EDITED BY STEVEN BEST; RICHARD KAHN; ANTHONY J. NOCELLA II AND PETER MCLAREN 
 
“[T]he power complex is conceived as co-constituted, interdependent and imbricated systems of 
domination. Spreading insidiously on a global level, the transnational institutional relationships of the 
power complex combine the logics of capitalist exploitat ion and profits and industrialist norms of 
efficiency, control, and mass production, While some have begun to analyze these institutional 
complexes as separate entities, this book is unique in analyzing them as overlapping, mutually -
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enforcing systems that operate globally and which will undoubtedly frame the macro-narrative of the 
21st century (and perhaps beyond). The global industrial complex —a grand power complex of 
complexes—thus poses one of the most formidable challenges to the sustainability of plane tary 
democracy, freedom and peace today. But there can be no serious talk of opposition to it until it is 
more popularly named and understood.”  

 
Defining the industrial complex through surfacing underlying structures and features 
 
This analysis is premised on the idea that a key structural element necessary for an Industrial 
Complex to be identified is a three dimensional conflict of interest.  
 
On the first dimension there is a conflicted relationship between political decision makers and sector 
leadership and voices – an otherwise normal business or political relationship but one in which 
business and politics are inherently mixed in non-transparent ways. In New Zealand this arises in 
relation to real estate in, for example, the self-evident vested interests of politicians in real estate. 
 
On the second dimension public money (or as suggested above, inaction on regulatory settings 
operates as a precise proxy for money itself, as long as exclusivity of access remains in place) is used 
for outcomes with ever-decreasing links to the public purpose of the allocation, including but not 
limited to increasing profit [for example, new car fleets or technology packages with broad 
opportunities for public money to transform into profit]. In New Zealand this is exemplified by the 
exceedingly low levels of protections for tenants and tenancies in Aotearoa and the long-observed 
failings of the Tenancy Tribunal in which the interests of landlords are consistently protected and 
reinforced.  
 
On the third dimension, advocacy and influence from within the industrial complex into both the 
public and political sphere’s can be illustrated to be:  

• self-serving [for example, June 8 2021: Retirement sector advocate gaining extensive 
long-form media coverage calling for the Auditor General’s recommendation of a 
sector and legislation review to be ignored] 

• non-transparent and failing to express any conflict of interest 
o media failure to expose this conflict is a key concern in this dimension.  

• Often these characteristics are entirely visible on the surface – there is no attempt 
to obscure the self/sector-interest.   

 
Critical features of an industrial complex 
 
The following observations assert a shape and form of an industrial complex, in the absence of 
resources on this point. 
 
Proposed critical features of an industrial complex include: 

1. Formed around an existing and often long-standing industry 
2. Multi-tiered vertically – structural and ideological reinforcement, legitimisation, profit are 

available at many levels – similar to a supply chain  
3. Multi-faceted horizontally – many players and participants sharing interests and sharing in 

profits 
4. A vulture for opportunities to influence the regulatory environment in order to promote its 

own structural ideological reinforcement, legitimisation, and profit  
5. A ‘complex’ - like a prison in the abstract, for example:  

a. there are barriers to both entry [to legitimise the complex as ‘professional’ or 
‘market-leading, for example, to protect against the aggregation of available profits] 



and exit – the secrets within are protected and a powerful narrative promotes and 
legitimises the complex internally.  

b. To take the metaphor further, a prison can be seen multi-tiered and multi-faceted as 
above; a dynamic that directly influences experiences and expectations, and culture:  

i. both a prisoner and their families are outsiders, and see the walls of the 
prison as the primary barriers, which are also essentially impervious, and the 
prisoners and families do not profit from the complex.  

ii. The prison guards profit from the prison at the lowest entry level, and their 
entry to the complex limited, but they see the walls differently – they can 
move freely through them.  

iii. For prison managers the walls are permeable and they are – variably - 
exposed to the financial models that underpin the complex.       

6. Structured in part by a shared exclusivity of membership, although membership may not be 
the same thing as belief in or ‘knowing’ about the complex 

7. That membership of the Industrial Complex might be opportune, coincidental, or intentional 
8. Industrial Complex’s are always highly dependent on regulatory settings 
9. Highly invested in controlling or influencing regulatory positions: be that through change, or 

stability 
10. Highly dependent and invested in using regulatory settings for profit – both institutional and 

private profit, as much of it occurs at a level and place where these labels are as porous as 
the prison walls are to an investment company 

11. A significant investor in advocacy at a structural level – a level enshrined in the structure of 
the complex itself, and tightly connected in often covert ways with the structures of 
government operation and regulatory development and implementation 

12. First movers to defend regulatory status quo because they are built on profit derived within 
the existing regulatory environment – change will always pose a risk, and the complex’s 
appetite for change will be measured simply by the comparing the risk against the potential 
gain  

13. First movers on regulatory change: status quo leaning but fast, resourced, connected and 
therefore powerful when change is in the complex’s interests  

14. Structurally symbiotic with the State, or at least with the State’s power – the dependence on 
the State is absolute for an industrial complex. There must be a constant flow of capital and 
opportunities for the complex to hold gravitation power, and it must be underwritten by 
democratic, not commercial leadership: elected members can be influenced, and can defend 
any decisions, and are held to account for decisions – even the demise of an industrial 
complex could be something an elected member can be convinced would be bad for their 
future; commercial leaders will decide on the best outcomes for their entity, and answer to 
no-one else.   

15. Totally dependent on our modern, porous, and often opaque version of democracy 
16. An amorphous [untouchable/unprovable] entity that often operates in a covert manner, 

with operations and advocacy for example, obscure and behind closed doors 
17. Likely to position itself as an implicit and undeniable narrative leader or thought leader 
18. Always construing itself, its work, and its existence as completely normal, often with 

reference to the paradox mentioned above in regard to the prison industrial complex: the 
complex can play the under-funded hard-done by champion of prisoner rights, or as the 
commercial leader in the field, or as a great investment to investors, or concerned about the 
state of justice etc.  

19. Never going to admit that there is anything in existence so far as the complex exists outside 
of government, other than a set of aligned business interests meeting the needs of 
government delivering on its needs and priorities  



20. Characterised at its core by a deep structural injustice or conflict of interest which arises in 
its most simple form when the industrial complex itself or parties within it can be shown to 
be profiting in a protected and exclusive way from government investment and/or 
government regulatory parameters: two critical parts of the social contract in modern 
democracies that were formerly reserved for the provision and purchasing of goods and 
services for social good.  

21. Differentiated from standard private enterprise even where it operates on a large scale by:  
a. a vastly increased level of influence over political decision makers – for example 

through hugely aggregated advocacy across sectors, and often deep ethical-moral 
relationships with political leaders drawn from the industrial complex or business 
more generally -  and 

b. an identifiable, even if initially obscure, position or ability to create exclusivity 
around the profit making mechanisms inherent to the industry – for example, in the 
Real Estate Industrial Complex, the use of and influence over media coverage 
relating to the interests of the complex 

22. A key relationship with and to a core political policy position and its associated [real] policy 
directives and [intangible/expedient] narratives. For example 

a. In New Zealand universal home ownership was until the late 1980s a key 
government platform for the economic and social future of New Zealand; 

b. In New Zealand a powerful narrative exists that New Zealanders ‘dream’ of home 
ownership, and even a ‘quarter-acre’ property 

c. In New Zealand, as in many other countries, superannuation is based and ‘funded’ 
[it’s actually under-resourced in the 30 year period] on the presumption of home 
ownership 

i. This persists even though the home ownership rate is in sharp decline 
23. Exemplifying the principle that capital is agile: 

a. The Real Estate Industrial Complex is illustrated above as relating paradigmatically to 
home ownership, however, the agility of capital and the influence capacity of the 
complex has seen a fluid transition between real estate interests and rental system 
interests as the rate of New Zealander families renting properties long term has 
increased 

b. This transition is characterised almost entirely by the idea that capital is agile: 
i. While the link between real estate and the rental system is axiomatic, the 

interest of the complex itself only emerges when the rental system is in the 
ascendancy and offers prima facie profit opportunities tied to a low 
regulation environment and a more-than-marginal expectation that the 
regulatory system would remain substantively unchanged for the 
foreseeable future, and/or remain within the sphere of more-than-marginal 
influence by the complex 

ii. This kind of agility is extremely discerning. The profit opportunity must be 
one that is itself structural – not fleeting, or even simply market orientated: 
an industrial complex cannot construct itself around uncertainty – only 
around structural certainty underpinning the mechanisms through which 
revenue flows  
 

c. We can deduce from this part of the analysis and test this analysis by interrogating 
these assertions, that:  

1. parties within the proposed New Zealand Real Estate Industrial 
Complex consider the regulatory systems around real estate 
transactions and revenue, and the rental system and revenue are 
more-than-marginally stable 



2. parties within the proposed New Zealand Real Estate Industrial 
Complex consider they have a high level influence over political 
decision making over those settings 

3. parties within the proposed New Zealand Real Estate Industrial 
Complex have a more-than-marginal reach in the public discourse to 
influence public knowledge and expectations 

 
d. It may be that it is primarily this agile and sector wide movement of real estate 

interests into the profit-bearing mechanisms* of the rental system that define the 
emergence of the Real Estate Industrial Complex in Aotearoa 

i. It follows that a significant increase in corporate interest and advocacy in 
rental system settings and regulations has occurred in the period since 2010, 
when New Zealand’s housing system at large began to emerge from the 
GFC. 

ii. *Note:  
1. large real estate companies have moved on mass into the rental 

system where at least three stable, perpetual revenue streams for 
capital are immediately identifiable: capital gains, rent, and tenancy 
management; 

2. those entities have not moved into non-profit bearing areas of the 
rental system: tenancy security, maintenance, dispute resolution      

24. Speculation about the future state of the market and areas in which the complex operates is 
used as a means to influence the market place and political decision makers.  

a. This often relies on data, with a speculative, authoritative and self-serving analysis 
overlaid. 

b. It often emerges in the form of scare-mongering where there is a wide range of 
angles often bolstered by data evidence sourced exclusively from within the 
Industrial Complex. 

i. “First home buyers can’t access market – government should do x, y, z” 
ii. “Auction rates dropping - government should do x, y, z” 

iii. “Prices skyrocketing, we are worried about first home buyers - government 
should do x, y, z” 

iv. “Government needs to fix supply - government should do x, y, z” 
v. “We are profiting through all these circumstances and when government 

does x, y, and z we will still be profiting” is not so common. 
 

Commentary and notes for future exploration 
 
Real estate is big business in New Zealand - the biggest business. It’s profitable business, based on 
stable underlying regulation provided by government, and an overlaying of less foundational politics, 
which nonetheless have had a real sense of stability around core motives like small-government, 
non-market intervention, but quite high fluidity between polarised positions at the pointy end of 
policy.  
 
For example policy in New Zealand over the last 30 years has fluctuated widely around whether or 
not to invest in social/public housing, whether or not to demand a dividend from the social/public 
housing agency, whether or not to invest in community housing [public affordable housing delivered 
by purpose built community charities], and whether to do so with capital or other means.  
 
With vast, far-reaching and complex impacts on the ground in terms of supply and quality, these 
matters have been turned into what appear to politicians and the public to be basic political 



decisions. But regardless of these examples of political decision in housing,  the market and 
commercial and profit making interests in the market have been almost entirely free from regulatory 
change or political machinations,2 noting specifically the absence of political will is itself a political 
machination – an application of political will.  
 
An ‘Industrial Complex’ analysis offers a way to approach the following questions:  

• as Big Business, how, where, and when do the big players in real estate aggregate together 
and coalesce?  

• as Big Business aggregating and coalescing, how and where can we identify their collective 
motivations – what, for example, do they celebrate, as an industry 

• how do we identify ‘their’ collective role, and modify it? The characteristics of an industrial 
complex above are framed from a largely negative standpoint – almost conspiratorial* - but 
presumably there is an argument that says: if we have an industrial complex, can we break it 
down, or can we modify its behaviour, structure, and output.  

 
o Is there such a thing as a good industrial complex which operates around the 

principle of social wellbeing rather than profit?   

 
*This conspiratorial sense comes because in real terms, the actions, motivations, and profits of 
private and big business and industrial complex’s are fundamentally covert. If the profit making 
mechanisms were public and easy they would also be defunct because everyone would be trying 
to use them.3 Overlay that with the assertion that government regulation and resourcing is in 
the mix and we have some common tropes of a basic conspiracy theory. Thankfully our national 
banking ledgers show a truth at work here, notwithstanding that truth is found in the disturbing 
degree to which property wealth props up our economy from the inside out. 

 
There is real ambiguity around a core set of ideas and principles relating to housing and real estate: 

• The government’s role and degree to which government should control 
o Finance; and 
o The market  

• The parameters of what a housing market is and how it works 

• The question of what a housing system is, and how it is different from a market 

• The meaning of words like social, State, community, affordable 
 
One really important question is: do we want real estate to remain our biggest business?  
 
A part of the problem with real estate staying in that position is that it has failed as a model over the 
last 30 years: the market gamble has failed, because the market has failed to move beyond profit 
and transactions to responding to need. It seems like there was just too much profit to be had from 
traditional demand for big houses and basic rentals without responding to emergent demand which 
came in the planning sense through density changes, and in the social sense through the need for 
higher standards, security of tenure, maintenance, and affordable housing. 

 
2 Regulatory setting changes in April 2021 included an extension of the ‘bright-line test’ meaning that if an 
owner sells a residential property owned for less than 10 years they may have to pay income tax, and a change 
in tax deductibility rules, representing the first open market interventions in decades.  
3 Note work by the likes of Katharina Pistor asserting the view that capital and law are deeply connected: law is 
used to code capital directly – as the mechanism that creates property rights, and the way in which those rights 
can be transferred, for example, and by creating opportunities for capital. This alone creates a high barrier to 
access to the ways in which capital can be created, as well as highlighting its connection to the State. 
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